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lILAKBAH AND REVELATION

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

In attempting to strengten the

Halakhc process, Rabbi Rabinowitz
(TRITION, Winter, 1964) would
even make it the fial arbiter as to
what is Holy Writ; endow it with the
abilty to discriminate that which

is the product of Ruach Ha-kodesh.
One feels impelled to ask the fol~

lowing: Does such a doctrine truly
strengthen the Halakhic process or
rather does it perhaps have the effect
of weakening the foundations of
Revelation!

It should be realized that this
problem involves both an historical
as well as a theological question. The
former is : Were there writings in
existence at the time of Yavneh (90
C.B.) whose inclusion in the canon
was stil in doubt? The latter is:
What indeed was the process by
which Scripture was recognized as
such; writings written with Ruach
H akodesh distinguished from writ-
ings which did not bear the imprint
of Divine Inspiration?

On the whole our historical
sources would seem to indicate that
it was the Anshe Knesset Hagedolah
who, towards the beginning of their
career, fixed the canon at 24 Books
including the works of Solomon
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which had at one time been 
doubted

_ Song of Songs, Proverbs and Ko-

helet. (Avot De'Rabbi Natan 1:4)
The conviction that the age of
prophecy had come to a close pre-
cluded the possibilty of any works
written after this period being di-
vinely inspired. Works judged to be
written without Ruach Hakodesh as
well as Prophetic writings whose

message was not deemed of timeless
signifcance, were excluded.

The main source for the view that
the canonical status of Kohelet was
stil in doubt at Yavneh is the Mish~
neh and Tosefta in Yadayim 2 and
the M ishneh in Eduyot 5 which
states that Bet Hilel and Bet Sham-
mai disagreed as to whether Kohelet
as all other sacred Scripture renders
the hands unclean because it was

said with Ruach H akodesh or shall
it not render the hands unclean "be-
cause it is only of the wisdom of
Solomon." Rabbi Rabinowitz 

to-
gether with most commentators con~
siders the issue in question - the

canonical status of Kohelet!

If this were the case, a number of
difculties present themselves. If the

Anshe Knesset Hagedolah already
passed on the question (See Avot

De'Rabbi Natan referred to above)
why should it have been reopened?
Or can any reason be given as to
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why these Books of Solomon should
not have been examined and judged

by the Men of the Great Assembly

since they had already been com~

piled by Hezekiah and his circle?
(Bava Batra 15)

I wish to suggest that the contro-

versy between Bet Hilel and Bet
Shammai was a purely Halakhic one
and did not involve the question of
the Divine inspiration of Kohelet.
Furthermore, I wish to submit that
this was the view of the Rambam.
In his commentary on Eduyot the
Rambam says: tl~ n5i1ti~ ~ti5i1J~
... '~:5 ~~ m \'1ìJ1 tt1¡m ,,:in:i~ ~m
implying that the issue did not in-
volve the basic and overall canonical
status of Kohelet. Again in his Code,
Rambam rules in accordance with
Bet Hilel but adds, most strangely,

what was in effect the reasoning of
Bet Shammai!: .:in:i5:i.Ni5~ . . .
mm n5ntl~ l:~ì'ttn ','tt '5'ti~ ttii'n
· . . tl'i'i1 n~ t'~~~r- \\UJit '1'11

o n:i5i1 b ¡''iti m~~'~n m:i~ 'n)
The interpretation that emerges

from all this is as follows: From the
time of Hezekiah on, no one doubted
that Ruach Hakodesh animated the
Books of Kohelet, Proverbs and
Song of Songs. (The attempts to
place them in Genizah wil shortly
be explained.) What pertrbed Rab~
bi Shimon ben Manasia, however,
was his judgment that although com-
piled or written by Hezekiah with
Ruach Hakodesh - i.e., he detected
in these proverbs of Solomon, in

these teachings of Kohelet, eternal
truth, abilty to inspire, timeless ap-

plication, etc. - they were not ut-
tered by Solomon with Ruach Ha-
kodesh - i.e., they are of the wis-
dom of Solomon! Bet Shammai held
that since Kohelet difered from

other Holy Writ in this respect, it
was sufcient to give it a diferent
Halakhah in the matter of rendering
the hands unclean. '

Thus Rambam accepts the hitor-
ic view of Rabbi Shimon ben Man-
asia in regard to Kohelet that it is the
wisdom of Solomon, but imposes the
Halakhah of Bet Hilel - that it is
nevertheless Holy Writ (writen by
Hezekiah with Ruach Hakodesh)
and renders the hands unclean.

A somewhat diferent but related
question is the significance of "hid-
ing" the Book of Kohelet. Compare
this with an inclination to do the

same with the Book of EzekieL.

(Sabbath 13) Surely it cannot be
maintained that an attempt to "hide"
the Book of Ezekiel involved some

question as to its prophetic author~

ship! The meaning therefore must
be as follows - granted its pro~

phetic character, neverteless, if in
places it appears to contradict the

Torah, it can only lead to confusion
and therefore should be taken out of
circulation. A simlar explanation

can be given to the attempt to "hide"
Kohelet.

Concerning the theological ques-
tion, I wish to assert that the "safest"
doctrine is the one which says that
it requires Ruach Hakodesh in the
full sense of the term to detect Ru-
ach Hakodesh. Hence the Anshe
Knesset Hagedolah, which body in~
eluded many prophets and which
themselves compiled with Ruach
Hakodesh the Books of Chronicles,
Bsther, Daniel (See Z. Yavetz T01-

dot Yisroel, Vol. 3, p. 152 and the
note on p. 20), were the last group

able to pass on this important ques-
tion.

Certainly Rabbi Rabinowitz is
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correct that there is a "Divine hand
guiding in some mysterious way" all
Halakhic decisions. But it is not the
Ruach Hakodesh of Revelation. The
former is Providence workig
through a method - the method of

Halakhic procedure as applied by
Torah personalities. The latter is a
charismatic extraordinary infusion
of Divine aid or inspiration totally
unrelated to any method.

The continuity of the content of
Biblical and Rabbinic law is a most
crucial principle which merits con-
stant reiteration and elucidation.

However, the sources of both are
distinct and should not be blurred.

Shubert Spero

Cleveland, Ohio

RABI RABINOWITZ REPLIES

I appreciate the difculty which

Rabbi Spero fids in my suggestion

that there must have been an ele~

ment of the same inspiration in the
ability to discriminate between that
which is the product of Ruach Ha-
kodesh and that which is not, as in
the works themselves, and I antici-
pated that it would not find universal
acceptance.

Rabbi Spero, in order to overcome
the diffculty that the fiation of the
Canon was made after the cessation
of Ruach H akodesh, and was thus
inevitably done by those who, except
in the sense which I gave it, did not
possess it, refers to the Mishnah in
Avot D'R. Natan 1 :4, which
ascribes the final redaction of the
Canon to the Anshei Knesset Ha~
Gedolah. As included in this body
were the last of the prophets, it was
presumably they who provided the
necessary element of Ruach Hako-
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desh in order to determine which

works were written under its inspiraR
tÌon. Such a theory is untenable. It
would diferentiate between the eXR

tent of the authority possessed in

this matter by some members of this
body as compared with others, a
proposition for which there is no

basis or justification.
In order to overcome the difculty

that it is clearly stated in the MishR
nah that the status of Kohelet was
a matter of dispute between the
Schools of Shammai and Hilel, he
suggests that the question of whether
a work is O'i'il Il~ ~r.t)D is in-
dependent of the fact whether it was
written with Ruach Hakodesh, and
quotes Maimonides in support. Ac-
cording to him the addition of the
words n~.:r5i1 in m=i:m '¡:ii lil~

(T"~ m~i=1~ì1 m:i~) shows that the
Rambam adopts the reason of Bet
Shammai. (It should be noted that
Maimonides applies the phrase to
both Shir HaShirim and Kohelet).
A reading of the original passage

however does not support this view.
In Tosefta Eduyot 2: 14 R. Simeon
b. Menasya contrasts Shir Ha-Shir-
im which is '191" O'i'il ri~ ~i!tl~
tniH'i ni,:i ì1'i=~~tt with Kohelet

'19U i:'i'il n~ ~i=tlO ~~,~

.rti=,~ 5tn iiit..:m~ ~'j'tt This clear-
ly indicates that i:'i'rt n~ ~t.tlO
depends onWiH'Ï ni¡:i n't.tU~
and vice versa. I therefore prefer the
simple explanation of Bertinoro who
says in his commentary to both Edu-
yot and Yadaim ;tt 1Jlt.::nw ,~~o
.i1¡O~~ ttii¡m m,:i ~5i ~'il ni=;w

In view of this it cannot be main.
tained that "no one doubted that

Ruach Hakodesh animated the book
of Kohelet."

Much less acceptable, however, is
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Rabbi Spero's ingenious attempt to
get over the other difculty, the
statement that the sages wished to

hide (lignoz) certain books,
which has always been taken to im-
ply the denial of their Ruach Hako-
desh. Since, according to hi, on

the basis of the Mishnah in A vol
d R. N atan the fial decision was

taken by the Anshei Knesset HaGe-
dolah, lignoz must have another
meaning, and he gives it the conno-
tation of "taking out of circulation"

even though it was inspired by
Ruach Hakodesh.

But Rabbi Spero seems to have
overlooked the fact that it is just this
word lignoz which is used in the
Mishnah which he quotes with re-
gard to the attitude of the Anshei

Knesset HaGedolah to Proverbs,
Shir HaShirim and Kohelet. And if
there it clearly means "to exclude
from the Canon" it must be given
the same meaning in the other pas-
sages. Nor do I see any reason for
giving preference to the A vot d'R.
N atan over the explicit statement of
Mishnah and Tosefta.

The conclusion appears inescap-
able that there was a fial definitive

establishment of the Canon at Yav-
neh at which all doubts were fially

dispelled, and the Halakhah estab~
Iished.

Lastly, I did not maintain that it
was the "Ruach Hakodesh of Reve-
lation" which guided Halakhic de-
cision, but just that "charismatic

extraordinary inusion of divie aidt'
to which Rabbi Spero refers.

L. Rabinowitz

Jerusalem

SUBJECTIVITY IN PROPHECY

To THE EDITOR OF TRADITION:

I reluctantly take objection to a

phrase in the "Survey of Recent Ha-
akhic Periodical Literature" in the
winter issue of '64-t65. The phrase
reads, "The sages recognized this
element (of Subjectivity J even in
prophecy. . . AI the prophets looked
in a mirror which was not clear. . .
But the other prophets received and
often conveyed their message
though visions that lacked the un-
tarnished objectivity of a perfect

mirror; to some extent their own
personality colored the transmission

of the truth as they saw it/' (p. 86).

If we interpret aspaklaria she'

ainah me'irah as visions which led
to "tarnished subjectivity" and per-

versions of truth (be they only min-
iscule ones) because of the influence
of personality, then we are, in effect,
questioning the veracity of the 24

sefarim of kitvei hakodesh.

It is needless to elaborate that the
conclusion I have drawn from the
phrase in question is hereticaL. Wil
the ~ditor of the department retract
the phrase or reinterpret it in a light
which shall not logicaly draw us to
the above conclusion?

To my understanding, "an unclear
or tarnished mirror," - as applied

to the visions of the prophets other
than Mosheh Rabeinu - simply
means that they did not perceive
their respective prophecies with the
same clarity that Mosheh Rabeinu
perceived his. One who does not see
the minute hand of a clock and
reports the approximate hour is not
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coloring the truth; - he is merely
not reporting all of the facts shown
to him.

Name withheld by request

RABBI J AKOBOVITS REPLIES:

My critic's misgivings are based
on a misinterpretation of my words.
He identifies the Prophets' "visions
that lacked the untarnished objec-

tivity of a perfect mirror" (my
phrase) with "perversions of truth"
(his phrase). A subjective percep-
tion and transmission of the truth

(implied by aspaklaria she'einah
me'irah) are a far cry from its per-
version.
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The analogy with the dock is
quite acceptable as an ilustration of
my point. Obviously, "one who does
not see the minute hand . . . and
reports the approximate hour" nei-
ther perceives nor conveys the whole
truth accurately; his report is sub-

jective and colored by the limitations
of his senses, i.e. by personal factors.

Precisely the same applies to the
visions of aU Prophets other than
Moses: since they beheld theÌl vi-
sions "through a tarnished mirror."
their message nec~ssarily lacked the
accuracy and complete objectivity
peculiar only to Moses. There is
nothing "heretical" in this view, par-
ticularly since it is, after all, authori~
tatively propounded by our Sages.

Immanuel J akobovits


